
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – MAY & JUNE 2018 
**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 
DURING MAY & JUNE 2018 

 

1. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 11.05.2018, Train No. BCN HL empty(BA116) at 19.30 

hrs was given placement for  TXR examination on Rd-1 of through yard of BZA station of BZA 

division. As per instructions of through yard SS, after detaching 42nd wagon which was marked 

sick, formation was pushed back on to the formation on Rd-1. Then shunting loco was detached 

and went to through yard Rd-3 and picked up 2 BCN + 1 BCNHL attached to the formation on 

through yard Rd-1. After attaching 2 BCN + 1 BCNHL, formation was pushed back for clearing 

starter signal. While pushing back rear Brake van was derailed at about 04.50 hrs on 

12.05.2018. 

Cause of the Accident:  Not ensuring the removal of skids before setting of points for Rd-1 for 

performing shunting. 

Responsibility: 

Primary:  

1. Sri. B.Srinivasa Rao, SM/West inter cabin/BZA for not ensuring the removal of skids 

before setting of points for Rd-1 for performing shunting. 

     Secondary  

1. Sri. R.Venkateswara Rao, SS/Through yard/BZA for not ensuring the removal of skids 

before authorising the shunter to pushback. 

2. Sri. G.Vijaya Kumar, Pointsman-A/TY/BZA working as a Shunting Master for not 

ensuring the removal of skids before authorising the shunter to pushback. 

     Suggestions and Recommendations:  

As per the SWR, both Station Master of West Inter Cabin and D-cabin/Through yard are 

responsible for securing of vehicles when stabled. But in practical, securing of the 

formation towards the West Inter cabin side is being performed by SS/WI cabin and the 

securing towards through yard is being performed by SS/TY/BZA and there is no co-

ordination and communication between the two Station Masters regarding securing. 

Hence a standard procedure like „Exchanging of private number‟ may be introduced for 

ensuring securing and as well removal of securing also. 

 

2. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 22.05.2018 at RDM yard of SC division, at about 11:15 

hrs, to detach 18th wagon (premium fit wagon) from BCFC/POH rake available on R-2, formation 

uncoupled between 18th wagon and 19th wagon, the rear portion rolled back towards BPA end 

and trailed through point no.20 as the formation was provided with partial air continuity. 

Immediately shunting master informed the pointsman in the shunting engine to move the rake 

back. The rake started moving back by around 20 to 30 meters. The rear and front portion got 

coupled automatically and the train was stopped. Shunting master, to clear the fouling mark in 

rear instructed to move forward. While moving forward two wagons (10th &11th from BV) derailed 

on the Point No.20. 



Cause of the accident: Shunting staff failed secure the formation properly before uncoupling 

the formation to avoid rolling back and given forward movement on the trailed through point. 

Primary Responsible: Sri. Laxminarayana, SHM/RDM uncoupled the formation without 

ensuring  securing of the formation and instructed the pointsman to move forward after 

automatic coupling of front and rear portion. 

Secondary Responsible:  

1. Sri. V.Rajesh, PMA/RDM not ensured proper securing before uncoupling. 

2. Sri. M.Srinivas, PMA/RDM  for not preventing the forward movement after rolling back. 

Blame worthy: Sri. Rajkumar Sing PMA/RDM for not enquiring with SHM about the backward 

and forward movement of the formation. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. While carrying out shunting operation in the yard, it should be taken seriously and should 

be promptly secured before going for the next movement. 

2. Necessary safety equipment like wedges, skids and walkie-talkie should be provided in 

adequate number. 

3. The shunting staff should be counselled periodically regarding DO‟s and DONT‟S by 

safety counsellors, supervisors and officer concerned. 

 

3. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 26.05.2018 at BZA station of BZA division, Loco Pilot of 

Goods Train CONCORD/WAT passed Dn Home signal No. S-60 at „ON‟ position at Bulb Cabin 

of  BZA at 20:28hrs. Train was stopped after passing home S-60 over a length of 1 km opposite 

bulb cabin.  

Cause of the Accident: Passing bulb-2 home signal at „ON‟ due to non application brakes in 

time by LP and ALP. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:  

1. Sri. B. Suresh Reddy, LP/G/RJY disregarding the danger aspect of the signal. 

2. Sri.P. Satyanarayana, ALP/RJY for not operating RS valve to apply emergency brake to 

avoid passing signal at ON. 

Secondary: NIL. 

Blameworthy: Sri.P.Jagadish, CLI/RJY for not properly grading the LP. 

Matters brought to Light: The train was being run without Guard. The trains at least when 

ordered to work in night should be provided with Guard. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. ALPs must be inculcated the habit of application of RS when LP is not following the 

signal aspects and SRs in practical situation and in simulators. 

2. While Gradation of LPs is meticulous, it is seen that for newly promoted LPs are also 

given full weightage of 20 marks, sometimes an LP who is in the margin of C grade 

catapults to B grade. It is suggested that the marks on accident parameter also to  be 

given in  proportion to 80 marks and experience there by making the gradation process 

more scientific and useful. 

3. Timing of SPAD as per speedometer chart is 20:23:24, while as per Data logger report is 

is 20:28:36 a difference of 5 minutes 12 seconds. It is suggested that loco speedometer 

time to be synchronised with control timings. 

 

4. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 28.05.2018 at about 20:22 hrs, while pushing empty BT 

rake from shunting neck of RJY/BZA division to BT siding, all wheels of leading trolley of leading 

vehicle derailed at Point No. 51W. 



Cause of the Accident: due to presence of small quantity of ballast on right hand side near 

doors and being a leading trolley of leading wagon even a small variation in load and there is no 

support of other wagon in front side caused off loading of left side wheels of leading trolley while 

negotiating 1 in 8 ½ Rh turnout and caused derailment”. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: Sri. K.Srinivas, SSE/P.Way/RJY(Asst) 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. For any further movement of fully/partially unloaded BT, SSE/JE/PWay has to certify that      

“Inspected all the wagons and found that all unloaded wagons were become fully empty 

except wagon No. ______________ are fully loaded with ballast”. 

2. At the time of issuing BPC, C&W staff has to check working of all doors of BT accordingly a 

certificate has to be issued that “checked and found that all doors of BT are working properly 

except wagon No.______, same should be detached. 

 

5. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 04.06.2018 at about 10:40 hrs, while shunting of empty 

rake of Train no.67000 from Rd-3 to MCS/RJY, the shunter entered into Road-1 at OHE isolator 

No.269 instead of Road-2 without ensuring proper setting of points. He hacked the rake without 

any instructions and caused TC NO.144 all wheels derailed and TC. No.143 one trolley derailed.  

Cause of the Accident: Shunter failed to stop and ensure correct setting of points before 

entering MCS/RJY and backed the train on trailed through points. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: Sri. M. Viswanatham/LPS/RJY 

Secondary: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. One stop board with retro reflective type to be provided ahead of M-1 points to alert On-duty 

shunter to stop his train. 

2. Occupied line should be protected by setting and locking the point in unfavourable condition 

to particular line. 

3. Occupied line should be protected by providing banner flag on the line. 

 

6. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 10.06.2018 in Narsapur yard during the course of 

coaching shunting light engine no.16566 WDP3/GTL was brought from Road-7 to Road-5 (Pit 

line) via 102 point by shunting staff and attached to coaching special consisting of 18 coaches. 

Prior to this movement 57264 NS-VSKP coaching rake was placed from Road-4 to Bay line 

(Platform-2) via 101 point. Without setting the point 101 to Road-5, shunting staff has asked 

shunt movement for coaching special from pit line to goods line. Shunting staff have forgotten 

the setting of point no. 101 and shunter also failed to confirm the position of 101 point as he was 

in long hood. During the course of this movement, point no.101 was trailed through. It was not 

noticed by the shunting staff. After placement of coaching special on goods line, engine 

detached and allowed to Road-7 via trailed through point no.101. During this movement light 

engine derailed after passing the 101 point at about 00:05hrs. 

Cause of the Accident: Pointsman and shunting master failed to ensure correct setting of Point 

no.101 and allowed Light engine movement on trailed through point. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: Sri. Bidesh Yadav, Pointsman A/NS. 

Secondary: 

1. Sri. P.Srinivasa Rao, Shunting Master/NS. 

2. Sri. Ch.Ambedkar manga Rao LP/Shg./NS. 



Blameworthy: NIL. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Sufficient man power must be posted in terminal coaching yard where shunting is more 

generally. 

2. Manually operated point s may be converted into motor operated points to ensure safety as 

setting of yard manual points are not protected by the shunt signals. 

3. Yard light is to be improved considerably. 

4. Level crossing gates are to be avoided in the yards. 

5. Spare coaches are to be maintained as per the C&W Dept guidelines. Due to non availability 

of spare coaches at NS more and more shunting is being performed on account of coaches 

shuffling. 

 

7. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 19.06.2018 at Bibinagar station of SC division, Train number 

18519 Visakhapatnam to Lokamanya Tilak Terminal Express consisting of 22 coaches hauled 

by Traction Engine number 30427/WAP-7/LGD, while in its schedule run Passed Bibinagar 

station Up Main Line starter No. 3(KM-226/17-15) at Danger at about 11:52 hrs and stopped 

beyond the starter signal. 

Cause of the Accident: Passing starter signal at danger by the crew. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:  

1. Sri. P.Venkateswara Rao, LP/G/BZA/SC. 

2. SRI. B.Balaji, ALP/BZA/SC. 

Secondary: 

1. Sri.Babulal naik, Guard/M&E/SC. 

2. Sri. K. Hariprakash, SS/BN. 

3. Sri. Sheik Subhani, CLI/BZA/SC. 

Blameworthy: NIL 

Matters brought to Light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. It is also observed during deposition of LP, that he had sleep of only 5 hours before signing 

on. A drive/counselling session needs to be immediately launched to sensitise running staff 

above importance of adequate sleep before duty. 

2. Installation of CC TV camera and /or voice recorder to record and monitor audio/visual signal 

calling out of LP/ALP 

 

8. Brief of the Accident (Derailment):  On 24.06.2018 at about 01:00 hrs at new DEMU shed MLY 

while clearing the DEMU rake SM-1 from DEMU line no.2, the DPC 15046 got derailed at hand 

point no/1(leading trolley leading set of wheels). 

Cause of the Accident: LP failed to ensure PHS at the local points and failed to ensure correct 

setting of point. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: Sri. T. Appanna, LP passenger/KCG 

Suggestions and Recommendations: 

1. The two hand points to be converted into the interlocking points. 

2. A laid down procedure for shunting movements in the form of band book shall be issued and 

supplied. 

3. Lighting facilities should be improved. 



4. Full pledged operating department points man to be provided instead of shed mechanic. 

5. Sufficient hand flags and tri-colour hand signal lamps to be provided to the MLY shed staff 

who were deputed for points man duty. 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of SC station of SC division conducted on 

03/04.05.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

1. Station Working Rules: 

a. As per G&SR, there is no concept of Block section, Station section and Class „B‟ station 
under Automatic Block System. It is understood that as far as station is concerned, SCR 
has adopted Absolute Block System. 

b. As per para 2.3, on Double line, Block section commences/ends with “Automatic Block 
section”. Block section commences/ends with either outermost facing point or BSLB. 

c.  Station section mentioned under para 2.3.1 (a) to (d) is not correct as per G.R.1.02 (54). 
2. Stable Load Register:  

a. It is maintained by neither Platform Dy.SS nor Dy.SS/Lobby. Stabling and Securing 
particulars for DEMU/DHMU are maintained. 

b. Stabling and securing particulars of SPMRV and SPART are not available. LP is signing 
in ART/MRV movement register in lieu of applying hand brakes. 

3. Accident Register: 
D&AR action taken particulars for the following are not entered- 

a. On 25.03.18, LP of LE 23022 passed Home Signal at Danger.  
b. On 03.04.18, Loco No 40381-WDP/4D derailed on Point No.114B due to defective Track 

Geometry. 
c. On 06.04.18, Loco No 40362 derailed on Point No.114B due to defective Track 

Geometry. 
4. Inspection of RRI/SC: 

a. Sri. Abhishek Kumar, Dy.SS and Sri L.Ravinder, Dy.SSs/Panel have performed 12 hrs 
duty on 1st, 2nd and 3rd May of 2018. Their roster is intensive (6hrs) but performing 
12hrs i.e. double the duty hours which is unsafe. 

b. There is no practice of making individual entries for emergency full route cancellation 
(EUUYN) and Emergency Overlap cancellation (OYN). 

c. The purpose of providing overlap lock is defeated by operation of OYN button for all the 
trains, it can be removed. If it is not possible to remove the overlap lock, insist the RRI 
not to operate OYN button and allow overlap lock release automatically. 

5. SPMRV siding is connected to Road No.8 of the station. It was observed that Road No-8 
was blocked with Light Engines. Though this was advised in the last Bi-Monthly Safety Audit 
conducted at SC station by Head Quarters Safety Team, it is not being followed. Hence, it 
is once again re-iterated that Road No-8 of the station should be kept free for quick 
dispatch of SPMRV in case of emergency. 

 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of SC station & SC-GT section of SC division 

conducted on 03/04.05.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

1. Point No.114B - there were two derailments over this point in recent past during 2017-18. 
The variation of versine over point no.114B on 6.0M chord with 3.0M interval is recorded. As 
per reading the degree of curve comes up to 100. As per S.O.D para(4) in Schedule – I, 
check rail is to be provided where the curves are sharper than 80. Hence check rail to be 
provided to avoid any untoward incident.  

2. Longitudinal drains adjacent to Point No.114B and 113B are fully clogged with ballast and 
earth. 

3. Point No.114B, 104A, 102A etc, ballast cushion is caked. It is learnt from field supervisors 



that for around 45 points in yard, deep screening is due and yet to be done. The deep 
screening may be completed as early as possible. 

4. Points & Crossings / HSJ end: The condition of the Points & Crossings on BMT end is not 

satisfactory and Switches and Crossings need programmed renewal. It is reported by 
DEN/Central/SC that the availability of traffic block is becoming very difficult due to 
continuous shunting operations. This needs to be jointly programmed in coordination. 

 

5. Yard drainage/HSJ end: The yard drainage at km 193/47 to 194/4 including the trolley path 

area on HSJ end is inadequate.  Lot of water was stagnating near the trolley path and there 
is a need for longitudinal and cross drains to facilitate smooth drainage. 

 

6. Track Alignment near HSJ end PFs: The alignment and surface of track of Road No. 1 to 

7 on either side of trolley path on HSJ end of platforms need to be attended.    
7. Elimination / rectification of non-standard layouts: DEN/C/SC has reported that there 

are large nos. of P&Cs with inadequate overall length and not laid as per the standard 
layout calculation. This need to be surveyed and feasibility of elimination/rectification of non-
standard layouts shall be taken up on priority to improve safety in the yard.   

 

8. Point No. 124 on MLY end connecting towards PF No. 6 & 7: The alignment & curvature 

of the turnout is quite sharp and jerks are being experienced by the passengers during the 
movement on this cross over.  This needs to be rectified.  

9. Point No.133B - over the cross over, sharp curve of 150 is observed. Check rail is to be 
provided. 

10. There is large gap (much more than permitted) between platform wall and SPART car on 
the line where SPART car is stabled. 
 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of SC station & SC-GT section  of SC division 

conducted on 03/04.05.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

1. MLY  ‘A’ cabin (inspected on 04.05.2018): 

a. Crank handle maintenance schedule of Tech is not completed from Jan 18.  
b. Only one calling signal 17A schedule of Tech is not covered. 

2. MLY  ‘B’ Cabin: 

a. Panel was installed on 29.01.2002 and it is due for replacement. 
b. Calling on signals 5A, 9A schedule is not covered by Tech from Jan18. JE has 

also not covered Jan 18 & April 18 schedules. 
c. Crank handle schedule is not covered by Tech from Jan 2017 onwards (ch1, 

ch2, ch3, ch4). 
d. Cable meggering was conducted on 11.04.2017.  As per records, corresponding 

Relay Room opening & Disconnection entries are not available.  Cable 
meggaring is again due in 2018 April. 

3. MLY ‘C’  Cabin: 

a. As per records, cable meggering is not done in 2017 and 2018 and it is due. 
b. Panel was installed on 7.1998 and it is due for replacement.  
c. Calling on signal S1A, S20A schedule is not covered by Tech staff. 

 

 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of SC station of SC division conducted on 

03/04.05.2018 the following irregularities are noticed. 

a. Tested positive Register: First time “positive” second time “Negative” cases are analysed 

and observed that difference in 1st and 2nd time is more. BA equipments need to be 
calibrated once again. 

b. Signal defect/ track defect Register: Proper feedback is not available for the remarks 



made by LPs in different cases 
c. There are 7 cases each in Mar‟18 & Apr‟18 where crew have worked for more than 14 hrs. 

Such long hours of working by crew should be avoided.  
d. Sri B.P.Venkateswaralu, LP/Goods was nominated as Crew for MRV, but on verification it 

was found that no particulars i.e. regarding his mandatory courses was available with him 
and it was told by him that he was asked to take up the job suddenly. The bag containing all 
these details was kept in the crew lobby. 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of SC station of SC division conducted on 

03/04.05.2018 the following irregularities are noticed: 

C&W activities at SC Station: 

a. Most of the Rolling IN/OUT lights are not secured with Dooms on both ends, which may 
cause damage to the lights.   

b. All RI/RO lights at SC (both ends) also are to be numbered for easy identification and 
maintenance purpose. Seating arrangements will give comfort for the employee so that 
employee can concentrate on examination. Similarly Doom is to be constructed for the 
protection of RI/RO light and increases focus on the under gear. 

            Inspection of SPART: 
a. Engineering material van:  This was not found along with ART composition Where as 

in All SPART/ART of other places/Depots, it is along with the composition. 
b. “Underwater cutter” is not working from last one year. 
c. House pipe crimpling facility needs to be developed. 
d. 3-phase bogie towing equipment and lifting blocks are not available in ART. 

e. Jacks are tested in under load condition by lifting the ART coach. Gadget to be 
developed to test the jacks under load condition (similar to that of ART/GNT).   

f. Crimping facility for hose pipes is not available in ART.  This should be developed on 
priority. 

g. Sufficient number of spare packings and „O‟ rings for jacks, are to be procured and kept 
in ART for immediate attention in case of failure. 

h. Plasma cutting equipment is not available in ART. The same should be procured. 
i. There is no direct despatch facility to SPART. Despite track structure permits direct 

despatch towards WADI, direct despatch facility towards WADI is not available since 
there is no Starter signal. Provision of common starter signal may be considered for 
SPART line and its adjacent line. 

           Inspection of SPMRV: 
a. Camera and Handy cam is not available in MRV. These are mandatory apparatus to be 

available for recording the accident Scenario. 
b. Spare bulbs are not available for operation theatre light. 
c. There are some medicines which should be stored below room temperature of 300 C, but 

these medicines are kept in coach where the temperature is likely to exceed 300 C. This 
anomaly may please be corrected suitably. 

d. AMC is not available for equipments in MRV. 
 

****                                                                                                                                                                

  



 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

When a train has been brought to a stand outside station limits or anywhere on a 
grade, the Loco Pilot shall not detach his engine from the train without the 
permission of the Guard who, before giving such permission, shall satisfy himself 
that the van-brakes have been put on securely and take such other measures as 
may be necessary or prescribed by special instructions: (G.R.4.48) 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
When passing a manned level crossing, the Guard shall look back to see if 
any signal is given by the Gateman to indicate that anything is wrong with 

the train. (S.R.4.43) 

 

ATTENTION …….. S&T Officials 
A register will be kept in the Station Master‟s room in which the S&T staff intending to carry 
out the work requiring the opening of relay room should make suitable entries as per 
Annexure B. The Station Master will then handover the key to the S&T Maintainer after 
obtaining his signature in the register.(Point no.6 under Locking of Relay rooms of Appendix 
XIII) 

 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering Officials 
If Keyman discovers any dangerous condition, such as a broken rail etc., he shall at 
once protect the line in accordance with rule 3.62, take such immediate action as 
necessary and report the matter, without delay, to the Gangmate and nearest Station 

Master (S.R.15.04.1) 
 


